Some Testimonials
Below are some comments received by "Carbon Sense" in 2011. Originals of all (with full names) are held in
our files. Naturally we also get a few brickbats, some too abusive to reproduce, but they are vastly
outnumbered by comments like those below. We appreciate all feedback, even critical ones. We learn most by
being challenged by intelligent people.
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Viv
I love it! Your strategy is brilliant and your moxie is unparalleled. May more
power and great success be yours. I just wish I could be Down Under to join
you, help out and watch this all play out.
Paul
I applaud all the work you have been doing Viv, and it is having impact out
there in the community, I forward your efforts to all in my address book.
Best Regards
Erik

Have forwarded to all of my contacts.
My wishes are your wishes: to stop this utter insanity.
Best regards,
Hans

I see you had a letter in today's "Barrier Daily Truth" in Broken Hill. Keep
up the good work.
Ian

Thanks Viv, this is a great summary on the subject. And yes I fully support what you are doing in
trying to inform people, please keep me up to date with any further information.
Regards, Bruce.

Viv,
The Carbon Tax is extremely disappointing indeed.
I admit I'm probably what's called a "lukewarmer" (yes, I think there's some evidence that there's a
level of anthropogenic global warming, but it is unlikely to be a catastrophe and humans can adapt).
But none of this changes the fact that some climate scientists have proven themselves willing to
manipulate data to fit preconceived notions (although it should be added there are some intellectually
honest climate scientists that accept the AGW hypothesis, mostly the lukewarmers like Judith Curry
and Patrick Michaels), the environmentalist movement is packed with the demented gaia-worshipping
anti-modern philosophical bilge, the IPCC is a clear case where the scientific establishment has been
captured by ideological interest groups, and the Gillard carbon tax is a monstrosity.
Gillard's tax, apart from the fact it was breaking an election promise, is full of handouts to special
interest groups. Any carbon market that develops will be a festival of corporatism and special
privileges for winners, and a regulatory nightmare for losers. It will only decrease social mobility,
increase consolidation (so much for the idea that the left 'takes on' big business; this tax will merely
make it harder to compete against bigger firms), and make Australia much less internationally
competitive.
Andrew
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I'm with you Viv - I do feel the biggest reason/justification for this Governmental crud is simply to allow
the folks to feel justified in the gathering of more monies from more fools - namely us. We voted or
allowed others to vote, these rabbits into power.
As the Chinese say - we are living in interesting times.
Harry

Totally off the record and my personal opinion only, I believe this global warming business is alarmist
and extremism at its best- remember the Y2K bug - what a croc.
Regards
Kerry
Good Evening Viv,
An excellent written article which I will put to good use during my lectures.
Why is it when the obvious is there that people can’t see it.
P.S. You didn’t allow for the cows farting.

Terry
God bless you Viv and thank you for forwarding your Carbon Sense Newsletter on a
regular basis. We don't take your work lightly and appreciate everything that you are
attempting to reveal to the populace.
Phillip & Ann

Dear Carbon Sense
I want to become a supporter and learn more about this stupid carbon tax that our
current government is standing for. There's no way I'm going to pay a tax for that. It's
so stupid.
Jennifer
Hi Viv
I really like your simple carbon messages. Hope you don't mind me passing your website
along to a few people.
Regards
Craig
Viv,
I admire you greatly and thank you profusely for all the work you do on carbon
etc. We are all indebted to you. You are a GIANT,
Don

Viv,
You are spot on.
There has been no cost benefit analysis on the subject.
There are many vested interests out there that seek to gain a green rent – subsidised by the tax
payer! Includes our science, engineering, technical, legal, merchant bank and other organisations.
Why the Opposition does not argue the economics case beats me.
Alex
Viv
I enjoy reading your emails and please keep me on the list. Keep up your attacks on carbon dioxide
taxes please. Regards
Dr Stewart
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Viv,
Couldn’t agree more! When I was working for the WA Department of the
Premier and Cabinet I did a fair bit of research on Wind Farms and they are
not capable of creating a “Base” load of power and need either gas, coal
or diesel back up to same output which negates their viability. Good for
the Greenies but not for anyone else unless as a standby.
Cheers
Arthur
Thank YOU, Viv, for all your great work and genius, in this titanic struggle that we are engaged in.
Life and everything good is hanging in the balance, and nobody knows the outcome. So we must
keep up our work, naturally, since this titanic struggle really does require ''no less than our best
efforts''. Anything less will ensure that these monsters and their monstrous forces will prevail.
Your loyal fan and supporter,
Mike (Professor of Law and Behavioral Sciences, Doctor of Law)

Viv
I have just read your wonderful essay via Andrew Bolts link Viv.
We can only hope common sense will prevail.
Hard not to be melancholy I am afraid.
Keep up the good work Viv. I post on Andrew's blog now & then. I may have run across you
somewhere years ago. Regards,
Dave
Hi Viv,
I hope you get an even wider audience – I hope you can get the mainstream media to pickup
and publish your article. Congratulations for putting the case so well.
Alan
Thank you for coming to our lunch today. It was great to meet you! I've long admired your work from
afar and it was wonderful to meet the great man in person!
Kind regards
John

Thank you for the good work you are doing in the fight against carbon
tax.
Best regards,
Jack (Sydney)

Brilliant Viv
It is unfortunate that Abbott does not explain the issue in these simple terms.
Nonetheless, you have got your message to the average Aussie.
Regards
Yankel (Sydney)
Very blunt, very accurate, very good!
Ken (Perth)
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Hello Viv
I saw you at the meeting. There would have been many people there who you inspired over
the years to do something more than just their day jobs.
John (Brisbane)
I was honoured to meet you last Wednesday.
Regards
David (Brisbane)
Dear Viv,
Thanks for your gracious reply. I do feel impotent; I am the carer of a disabled wife and
really cannot get out to provide visible support of anything, so I occupy myself in what I see
as "exercises in futility": writing emails. I sent a letter to The Australian which, of course,
they won't publish as I was pointing out that the Press was in a sense, complicit with the
Government in its pitch against the "carbon pollution" by not exposing the fact that there was
contradictory science that the Government had chosen not to take into account (I mentioned
your site by name amid the general point that it was easy enough to find contrary evidence
but it was on the blogosphere). I have also written again to our local MHR, more or less
challenging her to open your site and do your test. Hopeless, really.
Every best wish,
Chris (Adelaide)

Viv, Congratulations with and thanks for the more aggressive assault on the AGW
CO2 idiots! Kind regards,
Frank (Spain)
Great writing as always Viv!
Derek
Balgowlah
Viv,
I heard you interviewed. You were great!
Thank you.
Janet (Perth)
Great Work!
I look forward to seeing more of what you do. I am not directly in climate science but I teach
property economists and have found my classes have consistently responded very positively
to the view on the climate that you appear to be promoting.

Garrick
Congratulations on another effective email.
You are so right. You have to fight on, while you are still on your feet.
David (Denmark)
Hi Viv, You are a legend! You nailed it totally about the depopulation agenda and everything else you
said. I have been flat out sending this great newsletter out to everyone I know.
Kind Regards,
Jeff
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We are living in a world of make-believe, aren't we? People are going to starve sooner rather than
later on the back of all this chasing of a solution to a non-problem. If you'd painted this picture in 1984
when I was 14, nobody would have believed it.
Thank you for being hopeful and highlighting such idiocy rather than despairing.
Janet

I absolutely LOVE this article! ("How to earn carbon credits – kill a camel.").
It attracts me because of its absurd nature and ridiculous claims – which is what this whole
debate seems to be based on. BUT, when I laugh at it I then feel AFRAID as there are so
many who believe it.
Should we also go backwards in time and start ‘beheading’ those who naturally fart too
much as well? We could go back to the times of Robin Hood where there were public
hangings followed by a festive celebration where pigs and vegetables and wine were
consumed???? Oh dear I had better stop myself now.....
Natalie
Good article; it sounds like you guys in Australia have to deal with the same
kind of environmental extremists that we do here in the U.S. We have many of
the same things going on here: elements of our own government doing everything
they can to work against the sectors of the economy they dislike (which these
days seems to be pretty much everything that isn't tied to the government),
locking up vital natural resources, and imposing-or attempting to impose-laws
and regulations like cap-and-trade that will no doubt have a detrimental
effect on our highly technological economy and society at large.
I've suspected for some time now that the present "green-on-the-outside, redon-the-inside" environmental radical agenda is in truth nothing more than an
all-out assault on the modern way of life and high-tech society in general,
given that, should their agenda be fully enacted, it would almost certainly
set civilization as we know it back by generations at least. With this in
mind, I've even taken to referring to some radical enviros as "neo-Luddites"
on account of the anti-technology overtones of the radical environmentalist
agenda. Ultimately, it seems to me that the environmental radical movement
isn't really about protecting the earth at all, it's about undoing centuries
of societal advancement, which the environmental fascists seem to think was
all a mistake, and taking civilization back to the pre-industrial age.
Jonathan (USA)
Thank you for your newsletter and the tremendous labour that you are doing to gather truthful
information.
Phillip (UK)

Viv
Many thanks for those updates. Superbly written to counter the hysteria about Lord Monckton`s
comments. Fabulous to see well respected people injecting reality and common sense in to these
issues.
Jan and Steve

An excellent article which I am forwarding to those who are concerned by current trends.
All the best,
Paul (Brisbane)

I like your site – great to see some common sense around the topic.
Richard
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Viv
I have always been worried that one day in the future, the inmates would escape and take over
running the asylum – the future is now.
Allen (Newcastle)
VIV YOU ARE MAKING A DIFFERENCE.........IN THIS FIGHT FOR OUR COUNTRY AND OUR
CHILDRENS' FUTURE. BLESS
SUSIE (Sydney)

Thanks for another very astute newsletter.
It's been good to see over recent months here in Jakarta that you have been getting the
message into the leading English language newspaper in Indonesia - "Jakarta Post".
Keep it up.
Paul
Jakarta
Be assured I'm proud to be belong to the Carbon Sense Coalition.
You're doing a great job.
Paul (Brisbane)

Dear Viv,
I got this from a friend. Most cheered to see you have lost none of your analytical skills or persuasive
writing ability. Agree with every word you have written. Alas , we live in a nation of apathetic, navel
gazing morons, governed by political pygmies (on both sides of the divide). It’s as though we have, as
a nation, contracted some virulent mental disorder for which there is no cure.
Is there hope? Not much, I fear. I am a full-blown pessimist these days.
Keep up the good work. I am much obliged to you. I can assure you that I will spread the message far
and wide. Happy to make a financial donation - just tell me how.
Gary

Dear Viv, Just to confirm that your letter (Carbon Taxaholics) appeared in today’s ( 3/6/11)
Bay of Plenty Times.
Dave
Speaking as somebody closely involved with the Australian and international minerals processing
industries, I confirm that every sentence you have written is 100% correct. Lord help us!
Cheers, Philip.
WE WILL PREVAIL!!! Evil always cops it in the neck in the end and truth shines through but it has to
be fought for. Keep doing your promotion as it is making a difference and you are valuable. Kind
Regards, Jeff

I would like to congratulate you for your very interesting and informative essay.
Giorgio

Viv
I think you're making amazing progress. It is a pleasure to be associated with
you even in a minor way.
Peter (Maryborough)
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Your article in the Conservative Australian makes eminent sense. Unfortunately, we live in
an age of political correctness driven by people with limited intelligence and complete
inability to understand the consequences of what they advocate. What is most distressing is
the large number of people who have been persuaded to believe that taxing industry out of
existence is the best way to save the environment.
Sanjay
Viv: Always good to hear from you. You always write with a clarity that is exceptional.
I take this opportunity to bring your attention to a very important and timely publications - my friend
over many years, a medical doctor with scientific background in a range of fields, has written a
comprehensive review of Tim Flannery's book, The Weather Makers. That has been a kind of Global
Warmers Bible for a number of years. Dr. Allen takes this book apart bit by bit and exposes the
nonsense, but in a very restrained and gentlemanly, even respectful way - which, at the end of the
day, makes his book all the more devastating. I would be glad to send you a complimentary copy for
you to review, and if you like it, to help us circulate/advertise it. Anyhow, attached is a blurb about the
book - it's really fine quality, stitch bound etc. I personally use it as a sort of ready reference on just
about everything related to the CC debate - from frogs to polar ice, from geology to history such as
the world-wide nature of the MWP. Cheers,
Bob

What’s this crap you spread like manure.
Let’s set the record straight, and correct your info about CO2 and C.
If it wasn’t for CO2 there would be no animal or human life on this planet – PERIOD
As for cap and trade or Carbon/CO2 storage that’s a lot of hokum. A ruse to help the
Corporate rich to get richer at the little man’s expense.
As a matter of fact since 1850 the concentration of Oxygen in our atmosphere has
depleted by some 35%. This is the reason why people are more susceptible to diseases.
We have less oxygen in our blood stream and therefore a weaker immune system.
THE FACT IS WE TO GENERAT MORE CO2 NOT BURY IT OR TRADE IT FOR WHAT??????
Get off the Bandwagon and back on the road – think, or at least research CO2.
Dave (Canada)
Please stop sending me your ridiculous emails. It is annoying having to delete
them. Regards PM (a prominent environment reporter for a major media chain.)

This morning I read a press release you had published on scoop.co.nz
Here is a link to lots of data to help you educate yourself of the reality of climate science.
http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/publications_and_data_reports.shtml#1
Please note that this information is compiled and published by SCIENTISTS. I would just
like to point out that you are NOT a scientist, and that you don't refer to any evidence at all in
your release.
Once you have reviewed all of the reports, and the supporting technical date that has been
compiled by thousands of scientists over several decades, I am sure you will agree that you
are in fact, completely wrong in all of your assertions about climate fluctuations and the
effect of climate changing gasses. It would also be nice if you were to issue an apology for
consistently lying to the public.
Have a nice day.
Josh (New Zealand)
That's brilliant, just great. I saw one of your letters in my local paper, the Cooma Monaro
Express, but only once. So do keep sending them, or give me permission and I'll adopt the gist
of it under my own name as a local - may have a better chance of getting published.
Justin (Canberra)
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Well done Viv,
You scored the AFR today.
Cheers, Bob
I have been following your news and have formed a Campaign to Repeal the Climate Change Act in
the UK. The alarmists are so powerful and they are a moving target it is difficult to keep up with
them, but grass roots support is what is needed - a kind of Velvet Revolution against the international
green elite. What we need to do is bring down the green iron curtain that surrounds our parliaments.
Kind regards and good luck with your carbon tax protest.
Fay Kelly-Tuncay
Co-ordinator
Repeal the Act Committee (UK)
Some more great science from a genius scientist, Mr. Viv Forbes. You should be on his list, to receive
periodic notices, which are extremely important. Send him a buck or two.
Please pass this on, because all of you should be familiar with this great science, and so should
everybody in your downstreams, and everybody in THEIR downstreams, and so on.
Thanks, from Mike the Marine in the Air Force Security Service veterans group

Dear Carbon Sense:
I am asking for your permission to use some of your material re wind turbines. I live in
Ontario Canada and we are in the fight of our lives with the wind turbine people. I have just
discovered “Why Wind Won’t Work, It’s Weaker than Water” and would like to use some of
the information contained therein. It would be in the form of a letter to the newspapers and it
would be distributed attributed to your website.
Thank you for the insight, I will continue to watch your website
Loretta
Dear Viv
Congratulations on your magnificent defence of civilisation and I am in no
doubt that your contribution has been pivotal in the strong groundswell of
opposition to the carbon tax and all related anti-humanity proposals.
Thanks to you and to others inspired and encouraged by you, the danger of
anti-prosperity, anti- civilisation legislation by the ALP and Greens is
receding. We must be vigilant lest similarly hostile legislation be embraced
by a weak Liberal-National Government, infiltrated and perhaps even ruled by
acolytes of the Global Warming Cult.
Admiring regards
Michael
PS Don't hesitate to quote me.

Forbes and Carter are the calm voices of reason,
Use them as antidote to nonsense and treason!
Much thinking is muddled, people are befuddled Here, on half-truth we declare: an open season!
Vic (Victoria)
Hi Viv, An exceptionally good message to-day.
As for the Goofy Greens, here is a quote that suits them admirably. “Reason is not automatic. Those
who deny it cannot be conquered by it.” Regards,
Bert
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Dear Viv
I sent your email to the entire Parliament. My emails really make the Labor Party Mad.
They don't like the back benches of the Labor Party knowing how mad the Australian public are
and they don't like them knowing the reality of the Carbon Dioxide Tax.
You are to be congratulated for being a person who will be responsible in no small part
for bringing this tax down.
SUSIE (Sydney)

Hi Viv, your rallies got good press in Canada on Cutting Through The Matrix with Alan Watt if you
google it and go to Audio and press on his latest radio shows and it is the march 23rd show
Kind Regards, Jeff

Thanks for that Viv
Yes certainly I would be glad to be on your contact list Peter (USA)

Viv, you should have received some time ago my cheque towards the CS contribution to the
Monkton visit. I would appreciate it if you would forward me a receipt.
Cheers Ian (Kilcoy)
Hi Viv,
Thanks for all of your fantastic articles.
In my household we will make sure that all the lights will be on during earth (propaganda) hour again,
because the energy authorities will not shut down generators for the apparent reductions in demand
on the grid during the hour just to satisfy those idiots. You can't just turn on and off a power station at
the flick of a switch like they are there to believe.
I have always thought that the best way to reduce CO2 levels would be to place all of the people who
believe in this nonsense in a room filled with stuff and just let them breath it for a few days, leaving
people like us to continue living in a world based on logical ideas founded on real science.
Keep up the good work Viv. I know that your (our) thoughts are certainly getting out there and the bulk
of people really are intelligent enough to see past the manipulation in the media. It is just a shame
that the people who can't see that have a say at elections by voting in the idiots who want to pass
nonsense legislation.
Bye for now.
Geoff

I totally agree Viv.
We will put every light on in our property and illuminate whatever else we can.
We'll also open champagne and release a little more CO2.
John
The opponents of energy have been pasting into CBD elevators notices which
purport to originate with building ownership or building management,
dishonestly suggesting that the owner or manager has officially endorsed their
anti-energy tokenism.
Lights on to honour the liberators of the human race!
Congratulations to Viv Forbes
Thank you, I have printed these items...what absolute sense…this carbon rubbish must be stopped,
thank you
Trevor (NSW)
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Hi Viv, thanks for sending this. It sums up perfectly what I feel. I will certainly send this on
to others.
Kind regards
Katrina
Many thanks Viv.
Will pass on to my contacts.
The last circulation you sent was described as: "uplifting" by a university professor.
Regards
Alwyn (Wales)

We are a pro-life, pro-family organisation. Where we differ from the Greens is that they
believe in population control, i.e. mankind is a cancer on the face of the earth which would
remain unpolluted but for us. So we are naturally climate skeptics and consider babies are not
a burden but a blessing,
Babette
Dear Viv,
Thanks for the newsletter. You must be feeling very pleased that all the hard
work you have put in over the past years is finally paying off.
Congratulations.
Regards,
Juel

Dear Viv,
Although I´m not at all a "rich" Dutchman, resident in Spain since 1968, I think
your informative work to oppose the worldwide idiots (AGW CO2 alarmists), is so
worthwhile that I would like to contribute to your humble "income since the start
of the year".
Frank (Spain)
Yes, yes, yes
Some sanity in an insane world
Best wishes
Terry (Sydney)
Hi Viv,
Keep up the fight - you are doing a sterling job.
At my Rotary District Conference this weekend just gone we had a keynote speaker Prof Stewart
Franks. He spoke common sense and I heard a number of Rotarians say that he was believable and
what he said was consistent with what they believed.
Kind regards,
Chris

Hi Viv,
as you can see, your words impress. Sent this to an old friend, retired
laboratory scientist in Minnesota. Here is his reply:
This is very powerful and well-said; an impressive reading. I hope it works,
for Australia's sake and as an example to the world.
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Sir
You really do go on like a propaganda artist from the 1930s then in the 50s
It hard to sink in for some but ---- the we do need new technologies to make
new jobs and have better efficiencies and yes a less polluted environment.
Society has spend 100 yrs cleaning up the poisoned environmental legacy from
the free dumping free polluting era ...and is trying for more ..we need to
move on ...as a member of a rather wealthy group I wondered why we had a nice
environment to grow up in while some areas were wastelands ........ why was it
so....how come wealthy people chose to live in a nice environment? Leafy
hills with clean streams but seem to lay waste to other people and places … we
wonder.
Anyway you still have a problem accepting that burning coal is yesterday's
electricity generation. The vanguard is moving away...some ideas cannot be
stopped...I want a solar hybrid car with cells on the roof...actually easy to
do. It's progress and you know you can't stop progress -- get out of the old
road man with your 1930s fear mongering ... try reading Tofflers Future Shock
series cause you’ve got it bad.
BS
Hi Viv,
Congratulations on your news letter. I have learnt more about the carbon tax
issues tonight than I have heard from any politician in three months. Could
you please put me on your subscription list.
Hardy
Hi Viv & your committee,
I am in support of your sentiments re no carbon tax, & have forwarded your letter to all my contacts
regards
Heather & John

This one is the best yet. Although I was under the impression (from the
Parliament House web site) that submissions are confidential whether you want
them to be or not.
I would be happy to subscribe, say $100, to a full page ad in the Australian
and other daily newspapers with this content. It covers everything. I reckon a
lot of other people would stump up similar amounts.
Cheers
John
Viv
I have read your submission. Well done.
Regards,
Allen

Hi Viv,
An excellent, comprehensive submission!
You make the argument in point 26, that carbon sequestration is temporary. This is
exactly the argument I’ve been waging with Greg Hunt and others in the Coalition –
their policy is just as nonsensical as the “carbon” tax.
We have a David vs Goliath battle on our hands, but remember – David won!!
Regards,
Case
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Dear Viv,
Of the many excellent articles and submissions against a carbon tax I have seen, yours must be the
best. Please circulate it as widely as possible -- especially get it into schools if you can, to counter the
PC bias on the issue (as on everything else) to which schoolchildren everywhere are subjected.
One of your points is one I have often made but have not previously noticed in a submission, namely,
#3: "In the broad sweep of natural climate change it is clear that life on earth has far more to

fear from global cooling than from global warming. It is the ice ages that cause massive
extinctions. In the long history of life on earth, global warming has never been a threat to the
biosphere."
I have commonly said that in environmental macro-history, the earth is very fortunately in an
unusually warm period between ice-ages; that the greatest environmental threat, long-term,
is of a new ice age; and that if the Greens and the other self-serving Chicken Littles really
believe that human activity can have a significant impact on the macro-climate, they should
be calling for more carbon dioxide, methane and sulphur dioxide pollution to help stave off
the next ice age -- compulsory smelly old bomb cars, compulsorily ill-tuned; replacement of
electrical and gas heating in homes everywhere by open coal fires, using the dirtiest
varieties of coal and burning them with maximum inefficiency; compulsory eating of large
quantities of prunes, etc.
Regards,
Colin

An excellent and complete dismantling of the carbon-caused global warming issue. I have
sent it to my United States friends and to my Australian associates who may wish to join your
laudable crusade.
Bryce
Hey Viv
The points you make are excellent.
Posted at my blog.
Keep strong.
Jennifer
Hullo Viv...such excellence in content and wording. I hope you are sending this to every MP on our side of
politics? What would you like us to do?
Margaret

Hello Viv,
Another slant on things happening with this whole ETS/Carbon debate, I was
sent the information below and if you read through the preamble and the
subsequent articles it does address the purpose of the proposed Carbon Tax,
This United Nations Agenda for the 21st Century (Agenda 21) for the entire
world has been going on covertly for some time, a colleague Ray Speering
has been trying to inform people of this but was branded a conspiracy
theorist by the media and bureaucracy, I'm afraid what ray was saying is
coming to fruition.
I applaud all the work you have been doing Viv, and it is having impact out
there in the community, I forward your efforts to all in my address book.
Best Regards
Erik
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God bless you Viv and thank you for forwarding your Carbon Sense Newsletter on a
regular basis. We don't take your work lightly and appreciate everything that you are
attempting to reveal to the populace.
In sincerity and love in Jesus Christ,
Phillip & Ann

Viv,
For your info:
Dear Mr Oakeshott,
I am an Age Pensioner, and I spend a lot of my retirement researching the interlocking issues of
forest management and global warming.
By being ultra careful with my pension I have been financially supporting several bodies that are
engaged in my researches.
So far I have not supported either Viv Forbes or Jo Nova in a financial manner but your "smoking gun"
advice to Parliament prompts me to send some cash to support the work of these very worthy people.

I have just read your wonderful essay via Andrew Bolts link Viv.
We can only hope common sense will prevail. I spent most of my working life
in Mt Isa.
Dave

I hope you get an even wider audience – I hope you can get the mainstream media to pickup
and publish your article.
Congratulations for putting the case so well.
Alan
Cessnock
Great work Viv, you are a legend mate, thank you for all that you do, it is very much
appreciated.
Cheers Cate
Thank you for your persistence and continuing to keep us all aware of what is happening, as well
as to ourselves keep pressuring the politicians, who seem to have forgotten that they represent the
majority of Australians, not just minority groups.
Janette
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